Following are the "Tweets of the Week" from the @NFLfootballinfo, @NFLhistory and @RLiuNFL Twitter feeds. @NFLfootballinfo: In 7 of past 8 seasons, a team with 5-6 record or worse after 11 games has qualified for playoffs
YEAR

TEAM RECORD AFTER 11 GAMES FINAL RECORD ADVANCED TO
Through Week 12, 95 games were decided by eight points or fewer, the most through the first 12 weeks of a season in NFL history.
If five games are decided by eight-or-fewer points this weekend, 2012 would become just the fourth season in NFL history to feature 100 such games through Week 13.
The most games decided by eight points or fewer through Weeks 12 and 13: 
MOST GAMES DECIDED BY EIGHT POINTS OR FEWER MOST GAMES DECIDED BY EIGHT POINTS OR FEWER
